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The world view of the above individuals and many others contained words
of unprecedented alarm in describing the direction of events. Each
presented different perspectives on the threat to humanity and its planetary
ecosystem, but the perils they described had a common thread: it is the
rapid advance of science and technology which presents the gravest threat
to human civilization.
A generation ago, the pronouncements of Brown, Sakharov, U Thant and
Peccei were based on concern that humanity was embarked on a perilous
journey into the unknown. It was their view that we were entering a new
phase in history, beyond the protective limits of nature. Previously, it was
the constraints imposed by forces in the natural world which set limits on
misadventure, and guided the species back to its evolutionary path. But not
this time. Science and technology had become too powerful to allow nature
to apply beneficial course corrections.
Thirty years later, in the year 2001, the dimensions of the peril have not
diminished. Today we have a clearer understanding of the threat to
humanity and the planet. What was often an intuitive understanding 30
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years ago can now be supported with statistical data and other
empirical evidence. One example: Thirty years ago there was
much concern about climate change but global warming, caused
largely by the CO2 induced greenhouse effect, was virtually
unknown. Today we know that the increase in the concentration
of CO2 gas in the atmosphere since 1970 represents a doubling of
the total increase since the age of fossil fuels began 170 years
earlier, in about 1800. The debate is over and today the
overwhelming majority of the scientific community throughout
the world accepts that warming is occurring rapidly and human
activities are the cause.
Another example: Since 1970 the rate of species extinction has
increased fivefold and many biologists now state that we are
experiencing the greatest species die-back since the end of the
dinosaurs about 66 million years ago.
It is not a coincidence that during the same 30 year time span
human population has experienced an over 60% increase, from
about 3.7 billion to over six billion, and continues to increase by
78 million each year. Consumption, if measured in terms of
Gross World Product, has increased in constant dollars by a
factor of 2.5, or slightly over $16 trillion in 1970 to about $41
trillion in 2000. It is becoming increasingly evident that human
numbers, human consumption, and the human ‘footprint’ are
responsible for global warming, the rapid increase in the rate of
species extinction, and increasing environmental pollution of the
biosphere.
Violent conflict continues and after the events of September 11,
2001 there are few who feel more secure today than they did
during the worst days of the Cold War. The growing complexity
of industrial civilization has increased its vulnerability to
international terrorism. The weapons of war, both through
technological “improvements” in their destructive capacity and
their more widespread availability, provide a direct threat to
civilization from humanity itself.
The evidence that humankind and the natural world are on a
collision course has never been more persuasive. But the course
correction which will be demanded by nature will no longer be
incremental, as has been our experience down through the
millennia. Should we fail to take appropriate action soon, the
magnitude of the correction this time will be of an entirely
different order.
A civilized world society requires that we move beyond an
examination of the perils to our species and its planetary home.
We must now develop a program of action, and implement a
global strategy, for continued life on planet earth. The future is
ours to shape, but time may be short.
AADC
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Myth, The Doomsday Debate,
and The Global Systems Centre
by John D. McRuer

John McRuer, Chairman of the Global Systems Centre, is a consultant in computer simulations of the relationship
between economy and environment. For many years he has taken a special interest in strategies for sustainability.

Twenty years ago environmental crusaders were fighting
pollution, saving streams, conserving energy, stopping soil
erosion, seeking justice for ecosystems, and much else.
They still are, but all along a few of us have been asking
important questions: Why are these bad things happening
now? Does what we are trying to do about them make
sense? Have we got it right?

support system is impossible to crash. This is a situation
made for politics and politics has obliged. The emerging
environmental movement made The Limits to Growth its
book of Revelation; the economics community made it a
fable. The academic debate has thus become deeply
partisan; in one camp the weak Greens see the abyss, in
the other the powerful Browns see nirvana.

These questions first surfaced thirty years ago with a
study of the dynamics of the human life support system:
The Limits to Growth, the First Report to the Club of
Rome. That study used a pioneering computer simulation
built by an MIT team headed by Dennis Meadows to
investigate what happens when sustained economic growth
occurs in a finite environment. The prognosis was bad:
unless all of humanity was ready to take disagreeable
economic medicine its life support system seemed doomed
to collapse, maybe in the middle of the twenty-first
century. That book became a best seller and caused a flurry
of public angst. It is still widely quoted. But it also outraged
the scholarly economics community, to whom the elites
of government and business turn for fundamental wisdom.
The result has been a war of words between economics
and science about where the world is headed. That
academic debate has all the characteristics of a classical
scientific revolution, just as Thomas Kuhn laid them out
many years ago in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
Right now the debate isn’t going anywhere, but that is not
unusual; scientific revolutions typically take about 50 years
to run their course.

It is a clash not of opinion but of conviction. I call it the
Doomsday Debate.

The issue is a lot more than an arcane academic discourse.
At stake is the future of human civilization: one side argues
that if we keep doing what we are doing we will crash our
life support system; the other side argues that our life

The trouble is that, like everything in politics, the
Doomsday Debate lives in a land of myth. Partisans seize
upon scientific hypotheses however weak, label them
divine or heresy as ideology demands, give them lives of
their own, and enter them into the policy arena where they
remain as factoids regardless of their ultimate scientific
merit. This is a profoundly unsettling situation. The human
life support system has enormous momentum, is very slow
to answer its helm, and is moving rapidly into uncharted
waters. As it gathers speed debate rages between captains
and pilots: on one side powerful captains have schedules
to keep, on the other side cautious pilots see icebergs ahead.
The metaphor of the unsinkable Titanic is unmistakable
Since the mid 1990s, thanks to ROBBERT Associates,
CACOR has had the use of a prototype global simulator
called the Global Systems Simulator (GSS). Although it
has significant limitations, GSS is a huge improvement
over the primitive model used in 1971 by the Meadows
team at MIT. Using this simulator brings the Doomsday
Debate into clear focus; it strongly highlights the scientific
revolution of which it is a part, and it warns us that we
can’t wait the full 50 years for the revolution to run its
course. GSS is a product of what Kuhn called the “new
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scientific paradigm”. Much of what it captures is in the
domain claimed by economics yet GSS is unconcerned
with finance, prices or the profit motive. It cares only about
tangible processes that have mass and energy and are thus
subject to physical constraints — basic scientific concepts
that appear nowhere in economic theory. The paradigm
used by GSC requires macroeconomics to go back to
basics, remake fundamental definitions and think more
deeply about how things really work — a task that a
discipline that can’t define its counting medium* will no
doubt find daunting.

precedents of current global change occurred eons ago;
the records are cryptic and written in the rocks. Also,
human civilization is one off; we are learning as we go
and racing technology presents new situations before we
learn how to live with the old. We have no experience with
which to plan. All we can do is build models and guess.

Macroeconomics is the keystone of modern policy making.
Yet in trying to understand the most basic policy issue of
all — what humanity must do in order to have a future —
Robert Hoffman and Bert McInnis, the builders of GSS,
had to ignore virtually all that macroeconomics has to say.
Meanwhile the odd paradigm’s gurus struggled to shoehorn
the problems Hoffman and McInnis addressed from first
principles into increasingly convoluted theories. At the
same time the captains of the Brown hordes dismissed as
irrelevant, Hoffman and McInnis’s concern for the longterm.

Obviously, all we can do is sow a seed — just one — and
hope it germinates. Then we have to make exponential
growth work for us. If our reach were to grow by 50 per
cent per year for 20 years the GSC would then touch
300,000 influential people; at 10 per cent it would touch
less than 700; doubling annually would give it a reach of
100 million! Since none of these growth rates can be ruled
out, thinking big may be grandiose, but not totally
unrealistic — sea changes do happen and something sets
them off. There is even a mathematical theory that
describes how they work. In any case, there doesn’t seem
to be much choice; either we think big or we end up with
nothing but a feel-good project. At this stage, however,
thinking big or small won’t have much effect on what we
do. It will have a big effect on how we position ourselves
once we are up and running, and on what we do from
there on. Essentially it will affect our audience selection,
the kind of programs we run, how we see our mission,
and the priority we give to building a growth network.

This is the context in which the Global Systems Centre
(GSC) has emerged. It faces a huge challenge for it is
taking on the titans. Our only asset is the power that lies
in what we know. Success, if it is indeed attainable, will
therefore depend entirely on the strategy we use to exploit
that power.
We must start by accepting both the scale of our task and
our own microscopic size. Like it or not, our strategic aim
is to change the mythology of global governance.
Specifically, we want to establish a global political
constituency that will not only insist on measures to meet
the demands of the Kyoto Protocol (weak as they are), but
also to save the forests, end pollution, control population
size, feed the people, and provide the world economy with
a sustainable energy flux. We also want a constituency
with the will to live with whatever arduous policies that
may result. Critics say this is unrealistic, and maybe it is.
If so, it leads to a horrid paradox: what is physically feasible
is politically unfeasible, and what is politically feasible is
physically unfeasible! Since the physics aren’t going to
change, the Global Systems Centre is stuck with the
political and its world of myth.
The Doomsday Debate involves huge uncertainty for a
species concerned about its life support system. The only
* Money
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If the GSS is to be relevant we must face the scale of our
task, its basic uncertainty, and live with the hubris it
implies. Also, if we are to get anywhere at all, we will
have to be very, very clever.

Although it offends the scientists among us, I insist that
the Global Systems Centre’s business is myth making.
Why? Because we want to shape policy and policy is a
product of political mythology. Contrary to popular belief,
a myth doesn’t have to be false; all it needs is to be
something that almost everybody believes. Often a myth
contains a story embodying a useful truth, but more
frequently it is little more than a culturally embedded
understanding of how things work — an understanding
that is widely and uncritically accepted by virtually
everyone. A myth is dysfunctional when the understanding
it contains causes maladaptive behaviour. The Genesis
creation story is a myth. So (except for a few who
understand the physics) is the Big Bang. It is not hard to
come up with situations where belief in creationism would
make difficulties for a policy maker; it is harder to see
how big-bangism could cause such trouble.

Myths come and go. Sometimes they emerge unaided from
nowhere. Patriotism, ethnic stereotyping and religions are
products of such myth. Some myths are deliberately
manufactured by the propaganda machines of business,
government, and NGOs. Other myths are the cultural
fallout from science and philosophy; but by the time
cultural fallout becomes myth it is imperfectly understood
and often misapplied.
Since we are entering the myth making business it
behooves the GSC to know something about how it
works.
As we have seen, a myth starts with a story, which can be
true, but is more commonly either fictitious or prophetic.
Whatever it is, it tweaks a public angst, is seized, passed
on, and multiplies by word of mouth — accumulating
content and meaning as it propagates. Myths survive as
long as they serve some satisfying (but not necessarily
useful) purpose, reproducing rather like computer viruses
as people pass them on. When a myth can no longer find
receptive hosts it goes extinct. Phlogiston, once a basic
myth of chemistry is extinct. Chemists now have better
myths. In fact, myths are seldom recognized as such unless
they are on their way out.
Myth is a potent basis for conflict. People cherish their
myths and give them up unwillingly. Confusing value with
belief they protect their sacred stories, even when their
stories serve them badly. Every group owes its identity to
a set of myths about who they are and who they care about.
When groups conflict their mythology clashes and a
propaganda war erupts, glorifying Us and demonizing
Them. The conflict only completely dies when the
propaganda war dies out — when the battles of mythology
have been won and all the losing myths are extinct. The
GSC’s role is to target certain maladaptive myths,
substitute new ones and hasten the exit of the old. We are
thus fated to be part of a propaganda war in which we
must make our moves with care; propaganda houses are
nests of lies where the unwary easily fall prey to shameful
degrading games.
Although myth making requires stories, the GSC’s
computer simulators do not tell them. They create graphs
and any story that may be in those graphs is obscure, like
the sculpture hidden in a marble block. Even so, it is not
enough for the GSC to just tell stories. To become a myth
the story has to be sculpted from the graphs, polished,
then made relevant to people we will never meet. Next it
has to propagate!

Propagating myth is big business. To the mass market it is
done by television, radio, internet, newspapers, magazines,
books, and advertising. Students receive it from the
education system, and toddlers from the mysterious forces
of acculturation. There is much more to propagating myth
than putting a story on the television tube. It has to be
repeated many, many times and it has to resonate. It
resonates when it fares well in the chaotically intricate
communication networks of the grass roots. As far as the
GSC is concerned, the key feature of these grass roots
networks is their hierarchy of “opinion leaders.” An
opinion leader is a folk guru to whom ordinary people
turn for wisdom. Marketers know a lot about opinion
leaders and routinely make profiles of them, which they
then exploit to sell their wares. However, these folk gurus
have their own opinion leaders up a hierarchy that leads
eventually to university faculties, cardinals’ pulpits,
political back rooms, executive headquarters, think tanks,
editorial offices, and influential NGOs. Some of these
hierarchies are highly disciplined and political correctness
is everything. Few mavericks there! Others are more open
and chaotic. It is in the open hierarchies where new myth
flourishes.
The Global Systems Centre will succeed or fail, depending
on its ability to find and tweak the right opinion leaders. If
it succeeds there will be a domino effect down the hierarchy
and a local sea change will result.
Another important feature of the grass roots is “growth
poles”. Society on the ground organizes itself into
“culturally coherent groups” (CCGs) and some will be
more responsive to the GSC’s message than others. In the
1970s I did a study of Ontario Science Centre visitors
w»ich showed that each census tract’s probability of
emitting a visitor to the Centre varied enormously from
the mean, regardless of impediments of travel and income.
A tour of differing census tracts revealed visible differences
in architecture and choice of household ornamentation.
Wanting to visit the Science Centre was evidently not
random, but part of a sub-cultural pattern with a
geographical dimension. It follows that, when the GSC
plans to propagate its stories, the geography of
responsiveness must be considered. Equally important is
a tribal phenomenon where scattered individuals form
cultural coherent communities of friends, kin, and
colleagues. There are ways of reaching these virtual
communities selectively, and they too must be exploited.
Stories created by the Global Systems Centre are certain
to resonate better in some CCGs than in others. When a
CCG resonates strongly and also contains key opinion
5

leaders it is a growth pole. Growth poles are vital to our
strategy for they contain the first dominoes in the cascade
that will create a local sea change. The Global Systems
Centre must find the growth poles and give them very
special attention; they need to be nurtured, cultivated,
and fed with the best that we can offer.

There are two fundamentally different paradigms for
building these models. The simplest is to extrapolate
trends. The other is to simulate the system with an
algorithm that describes how it works. Economists
extrapolate, the Global Systems Centre simulates. We
get very different answers!

So far this discussion is all very theoretical, but when
something has to be set up and paid for, the devil is in
the detail. What, exactly, is the myth that the GSC will
attack, and what will we put in its place?

I have recently completed a study in which I used our
simulator to compare the two approaches. I created a
scenario embodying an economist’s linear extrapolation
and ran it on GSS. The result was bizarre. To give
meaning to the strange graphs that resulted I created a
future world called ‘Complacenta’ and invented stories
to explain the weirdness of the simulator outputs. They
came out as satire, poking fun at the beliefs of the self
important gurus that advise governments from afar.

Although much of what our simulator produces is highly
speculative and dependent on out of date calibration,
work I have recently done using it has generated two
seemingly robust conclusions:
•

A future consisting of business-as-usual is a really
bad bet.

•

The global economy can expect a succession of
hurdles, each of which appears to have the capacity
to collapse it:
— critically declining oil and gas supplies
— disruption due to global warming
— problematical food supplies
— constipation effects caused by a
monumental garbage glut
— severe scarcity of wood
— lurching labour markets as the economy
struggles to adapt.

These conclusions are inconsistent with most of the
assumptions that drive the policies of current
governments. However, it is pointless to engage in a
policy dialogue with them because the disagreement is
generated by vastly different mythologies. It is better to
tell some new stories and feed them to the grass roots.
When the stories take hold a new set of policy makers
will emerge, with a new set of assumptions. When they
are in place they will summon us and then we can talk.
Whenever people plan, their thought process makes a
model of the situation in question and runs scenarios on
it to evaluate the choices. “If I leave at six I will catch
the bus; if I leave at five past six, I won’t.” That is a
model. We all do this kind of thinking many times each
day. Operational research formalizes this mental process
in mathematical models, which it then uses to help clients
make complex choices: Our simulator is an example.
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Making stories to fit the graphs seems to be the way to
go, but to do it properly we will need professionals: story
tellers and myth propagators. Then we will need to figure
out how to pay them. CACOR has retained a professional
fund raiser and as this is written the GSC is about to
have the first meeting of its fund raising team.
The modern Doomsday Debate is of a timeless theme
with roots extending beyond antiquity. It is the myths of
Jeremiah and Cassandra. It is the ancient story of
prophesy: of naked emperors, the golden touch, little boys
crying wolf, complacent kings, and ultimate retribution.
In today’s secular world the threat is not
Nebuchadnezzar’s hordes nor Odysseus’s avenging
Greeks, but nature itself. We of the Global Systems
Centre are thus a voice of prophesy. Emerging from the
grass roots we struggle to insert a little science into the
mythology that drives modern politics. We know that
false prophets are legion and we know that prophesy
carries no guarantees. We just hope that if we remain
disciplined and rigorous we will eventually get it right.
If we do, we pray to God that we can persuade somebody
to listen.
John D. McRuer can be contacted by phoning (519) 6562570 or e-mail <mcruer@golden.net>. His postal
address is: R. R. # 1, Wellesley, ON, N0B 2T0 Canada.

Interacting with the
Global Systems Simulator
by Robert Hoffman
Robert Hoffman, the Treasurer of CACOR, is co-founder and President, ROBBERT Associates Ltd. He is the
developer of whatif? modelling software and takes a special interest in the application of computer based
simulation modelling for socio-economic- ecological systems.
The Global Systems Simulator is an interactive computer based simulation model that can be accessed by means of the
internet. It serves as proof-of-concept for the systems learning approach adopted by the Global Systems Centre and
applies it to the issues of the global problematique. In this approach, simulators are seen as a means for making explicit
and communicating an understanding of the salient features of global systems from the perspective of their ability to
sustain human populations. This first version of Global Systems Simulator is designed to explore the relationships
among human population, lifestyle, technology and the natural resource base at a global scale.
The new approach emphasizes learning rather than prediction. The Global Systems Simulator plays the role of a
global flight simulator: learning is accomplished by exploring the responsiveness of global systems to potential societal
actions involving population growth,
lifestyle and technology. Complex
behaviour for a system-as-a-whole
emerges out of dynamic interactions
among relatively well understood
processes.
Each
process
is
independently and interactively
controlled. Particular settings of the
control variables may give rise to
inconsistencies among processes, —
tensions — that the user/learner
attempts to resolve by experimenting
with settings of the control variables. It
is this interaction between the user/
learner and the simulator that generates
a greater understanding of how the
system works. Learning is accomplished
by experiencing.
Diagram 1 right illustrates the
interaction between the user and the GSS
in the resolution of tensions between the
requirements for agricultural crops,
wood, energy and their availability from
the natural resource base, as well as
between the requirements for labour in
all the processes that transform materials
and energy, and the availability of labour
from the population.

Diagram 1
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Structure of the Global
Systems Simulator
The Global Systems Simulator
accounts for the stocks and flows
of natural resources, land,
materials, energy, finished goods,
and wastes over a 100 year time
horizon. It represents the physical
substrate of the global socioeconomy in terms of both human
designed and naturally occurring
processes that transform flows of
material and energy. The eighteen
processes represented as submodels in the simulator were
chosen as the minimum number
required to explore the concept of
sustainability.
The boxes on the right hand side
of Diagram 2 opposite are the
individually executable submodels or calculators. Each
Diagram 2
calculator is documented by a
design diagram that shows the
control variables and the output
variables, the procedures that
transform values of inputs into values of outputs and the connections among the procedures.
The Structure of the Global Systems Simulator is presented in more detail in a paper entitled “An Overview of
the Global Systems Simulator” and can be obtained at web page < http://www.robbert.ca/gsc >.

The Continuing Trends Scenario
The Continuing Trends Scenario was intended to
explore the question ‘what happens if we
(humankind) pursue the goals of betterment for
humankind by continuing to do what we have been
doing’. It represents a first attempt in the cycle of
set control variables, calculate the tensions, adjust
control variables.

Figure 1
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The starting point for the first scenario is global
population, shown in Figure 1. Historically, the
human population of the globe has doubled since
1950, increasing from just under 3 billion in 1950
to 6 billion at the present time. In this scenario,
population increases to 12 billion in 2080 before
leveling off and slightly declining. Fertility was
assumed to continue declining from current levels
(3.5 births per female) to replacement (2.1 births
per female) by 2050. Life expectancy from birth

was assumed to increase from 65 years for females and from 60 years for males to 80 years by the end of the simulation
period.
With respect to the material standard of living, food per capita was increased by 10% and durables stock per capita was
assumed to double over the simulation period.
The trend to labour saving technology was assumed to persist. Historically, labour has been substituted for bundles of
energy and physical capital; in the goods production sector, this substitution has just about gone as far as it can go; but
in the service sector, this substitution has only recently been important as information technology displaces labour.
Investments in energy and material saving
research, pollution treatment and recycling
capacity, and forest management, were assumed
to be minimal.
The energy system was assumed to rely to a large
extent on fossil fuels, particularly oil and gas.
Investment in solar/nuclear and hydro capacity was
assumed to be minimal.
In terms of land use, the amount of high quality
and medium quality agriculture land continued to
decrease, as it has historically, due to urbanization
and desertification. The amount of poor agriculture
land was assumed to increase as land is transferred
from forestry to agriculture.
The tension between the requirements for
agricultural crops and the crops available is shown
in Figure 2 right. This graph shows that the
requirements for crops began to exceed their
availability at approximately the year 2020. Before
that time, crop production could meet
requirements. The requirements for crops beyond
2020 follows the population; the availability is
limited by the amount of land devoted to
agriculture and yields which in turn depend upon
a number of factors. This scenario is therefore not
feasible after the year 2020. As such, it is clearly
not a prediction or forecast because it is incoherent.
The tension between the requirements for wood
and the amount of wood harvested is shown in
Figure 3 right. This graph shows that the amount
of wood harvested could not meet the requirements
for wood beyond the year 2020 and that the wood
that could be harvested declined rapidly at that
point and beyond. This is an indication that forests
were being harvested at an unsustainable rate; once
the stock of primary forest was depleted, harvesting
was limited by forest productivity.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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The tension between the requirements for energy
and the amount of energy available is shown in
Figure 4 on the following page. This graph shows
that the amount of energy produced could not meet
the requirements for energy beyond the year 2020.
The peaks on the energy production curve represent
running out of reserves of oil at 2020, running out
of gas at 2030, and running out of coal at 2050.
It is up to the user of the Global Systems Simulator
to experiment with the settings of the control
variables to find coherent scenarios.

The Foresight Scenario
Figure 5, The Foresight Scenario, assumes that
humankind understands that a change in behaviour
at a global scale is required if the human population
Figure 4
is to be sustained harmoniously. Scenario 2 of
Figure 5 was developed as an attempt to find a feasible scenario without reducing either the population or the material
standard of living. Scenario 2 as reported in Figures 5, 6 and 7, is coherent, as all three tensions have been resolved.
In all, twenty-four control variables were changed from Scenario 1 in order to create Scenario 2. These include:
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•

First increasing then reducing fertilizer per hectare.

•

Increasing the genetic yield factor. i.e. Increasing the efficiency of plants.

•

Increase sharply the labour intensity of agriculture. This has a positive impact on yields as agriculture
practices take on the character of market gardening.

•

Increasing the capacity to treat pollution. This will increase yields (untreated pollution has a negative impact
on crop yields) and reduce the natural mortality of trees.

•

Reducing crop per unit food. i.e.
Improving the efficiency of the process
that transforms crops into food and
using animals to transform crops into
food (meat) is inefficient. This implies
a more vegetarian diet.

•

Phase out the use of wood as a fuel.
Historically about half the wood
harvested is burned as a fuel.

•

Increase the ratio of land reforested to
land harvested to .9 and reforest all the
forest land that was unstocked at the
beginning of the historical period.

•

Reduce the wood content of materials.

•

Increase the labour intensity of
production. This saves both energy and

Figure 5

•

material.
Increase the effort devoted to energy saving research. This will deploy technology that is more energy efficient.

•

Increase the effort devoted to material saving research. This will deploy technology that reduces requirements
for wood and metal, and save the energy and labour that would have been required to produce those materials.

•

Increase the capacity to recycle.

•

Increase the useful lives of durable goods and plants. This has the effect of reducing materials for replacement,
but at the cost of increasing the length of time for the deployment of more efficient technology.

•

Increase capacity to produce renewable energy by doubling hydro capacity and increasing solar/nuclear by
a factor of ten.

•

Modify the fossil fuel shares to effect a more rapid transition from oil to gas to coal.

•

Increase labour force participation rates for the 65+ category

•

Increase the work week for the next ten years as needed to support reforestation , research effort, and
investments in pollution treatment, recycling , renewable energy capacity. After ten years the work week can
be reduced by about two hours.

Observations and Conclusions
It became clear from Scenario 1, that if humankind
continues to ‘muddle along’ in much the same way
as it has in the past, expectations for a sustainable
and harmonious future will not be met. Change is
inevitable. The only question is whether humanity
will design future change to meet human needs, or
simply allow change to happen and then react to the
crises that will inevitably result from a conflict over
scarce resources.
Even in the highly simplified representation of global
systems of the GSS, it became clear that finding
feasible solutions was a difficult task. There did not
appear to be a single intervention, such as population
control, or even a small number of interventions, that
could effect a reasonable result. It may be concluded
that any resolution strategy will involve carefully
coordinated combinations of actions. Those who
advocate single actions, whether it is population
control, renewable energy, or reliance on the
ideological market forces have insufficient
understanding of the complexity of the system. The
actions they advocate may be necessary, but they are
certainly not sufficient.
The simulation experiments indicated an imbalance
between effort devoted to increasing energy supply,
such as oil and gas exploration and the development
of solar/nuclear options, and those devoted to
increasing the efficiency of energy use. Increasing

Figure 6

Figure 7
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energy efficiency by a factor of 10 or more is likely to be
a necessary element of the resolution. Further, it would
appear that using biomass as a source of energy is apt to
be counterproductive as land that is capable of producing
biomass is more urgently required for food and perhaps
wood production and as a sink for carbon.

With respect to fossil fuels, it would appear that the limiting
factor in their use might be the lack of sinks for the byproducts of their combustion rather than the depletion of
resources. Further, it was speculated by some of the
participants that forests might be more valuable as a sink
for carbon than as a source of wood fiber or fuel.

It would appear that the continued substitution of energy
and material for labour is exacerbating the situation. This
substitution is propelled by the institutionalization of
market forces and reliance on competitiveness, which
rewards minimization of internal costs. The world is not
facing a shortage of labour; it is facing shortages of energy
and materials. Yet the way we commonly measure the
efficacy of production processes is the efficiency with
which labour is used.

In several instances, the response of the system to changes
in the control variables could not be foreseen in that neither
the magnitude nor the direction of the changes could be
anticipated. Further, the response of the system depended
on the state of the system at the point where the change
was introduced. Evidently, the magnitude and the direction
of the change to the system depended upon the values of
parameters sometimes once or twice removed from the
direct impact of the change. Under these circumstances,
expectations based on intuitions could very well prove to
be wrong.

The Operational Significance of “Values”
in relation to CACOR and
the Global Systems Centre (GSC)
by Bruce Buchanan and H. F. (Bob) Fletcher

This paper is based on contributions to the Canadian Association for the Club of Rome (CACOR) internet
discussion of “values” during the fall of 2001. Participants in the discussion were Bruce Buchanan, Jane
Dougan, Bob Durie, Bob Fletcher, John McRuer and Bill Pugsley.

Introduction
The evidence indicates that the Global Problematique
involves conflict and confusion at the level of guiding
values. From this perspective problems of resource
conservation cannot be fully understood or addressed by
technical means alone.
The term “Value” is understood in many different ways,
usually in terms of specific application. And all evidence
favours the view that overriding value attaches to the
sustainable function of the biosphere, required to sustain
human life and societies. Yet if such value is to have a
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meaning that is more than empty platitudes, it needs a
method and means of implementation to make it effective.
From a perspective of systems science it is useful to
consider a value as a measure, indicator or criterion from
which guiding feedback is, or may be, derived. In this
sense values are part of the organization of all natural
systems — biological, ecological, etc. — in which
stability and/or goal-seeking become, in effect, the
purposes (whether conscious or not). Whether an
organism or an organization is successful depends upon

whether its values are conducive to health and survival
and are actualized. The test is pragmatic.
Complex systems in changing environments always face
many conflicting demands. These may be resolved
through hierarchical levels of organization in which
priorities are established and choices made. Some of these
values and choices are biological (homeostatic) and some
instinctive, and many become second nature through
habit. At the level of human life, many values are so
ingrained as to be unconscious, becoming associated with
attitudes and beliefs which facilitate and confirm persons
and groups as to their identity and purpose. The values
involved may be exceedingly complex, and within
individuals and society there is always a mix of conflicting
beliefs and attitudes. Conflicts among values may
generate problems, but such conflicts may also reflect real
world dilemmas and privations. Of particular importance
here, is the conflict between immediate interests of society
and those that express concern about survival and quality
of the human experience extending into the future.
From a systems perspective, values as such provide the
feedback which keeps any system organized and
functioning, and so can be described in operational terms.
In daily life it is evident that undiscriminating use of such
terms as values, beliefs and truths, in the absence of any
distinctions, can be confusing. However, the notion of
value as the criteria guiding feedback and choice places
the concept in a systems context. Value understood in this
way does not have meaning in isolation, but will be seen as
functions essential to sustain the life and integity of an
organization.
From a research and administrative point of view it is, for
example, important to distinguish between systems levels
as denoted by such items as ‘vision’, ‘aim’, ‘goal’ and
‘objective’, and to distinguish these from data, logical
inferences or wishful hopes. Failure to do so can badly
scramble any undertaking.
Such an approach reflects the fact that responsible action
is a conscious step into the future. The question of the
future conditions which may best serve people two or
three generations from now in an interdependent world
can lead to reasoned criteria for choosing among
competing values in the present.

A Paradigm Shift — Operationalism
The trends which make up the Problematique are most
usefully described in operational terms, as has been part of

science since Einstein and P. W. Bridgman. And while a
system orientation has become part of science over the
past 50 years, these approaches still represent a paradigm
shift for many people. While there is no requirement to
abandon all traditional beliefs, there may be some
responsibility to consider ways in which an alternative
perspective can illuminate problems and point the way to
improved strategies.
An appropriate value perspective would assess these
trends in relation to requirements for a sustainable world,
with analyses including systems dynamics (1,2). The
feedback consequent on such a perspective may then point
to the need for a variety of changes, such as policies and
programs directed to input conditions such as population
trends, resource consumption, pollution rates, etc.
It is a task of the CACOR Global Systems Centre and
simulation models to help clarify such trends and their
implications for needed feedback linkages and adjustments.
As we know, there are alternative values in effect in
society which influence political decisions. Some of these
values, as judged by their effects, place a higher priority
on the money/growth economy than on the values of
sustainable life. From a systems perspective these
alternative political views are vulnerable to critique on the
grounds of inadequate information, lacking in both
primary data and feedback concerning current and
projected consequences.
As problem-solvers we may focus for a time on the value
systems that have led us into the current dilemmas.
However, our principle task is to put these into
perspective, to help in the construction of strategies to
meet the more fundamental needs reflected by the priority
of values that will lead to a sustainable future.
The global dilemmas are driven by many events and
processes. Technological growth is a cybernetic process
in which a new artifact gives birth to new ideas about how
to use it, and hence new ideas about new artifacts. The
availability of cheap energy has accelerated this process
beyond imagination. Such developments grow through
reciprocated effects in relation to society and the
opportunities afforded, with many unpredictable effects.
More problematic as drivers are ideologies (abstract
beliefs which may perhaps in the past have had some
practical justification but which have become arbitrary)
which would deny validity to any other perspective, since
they desegregate rather than unify. Closed systems are
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doomed to entropic decay, and decisions made without
regard to available knowledge are likely to bring disaster.

Values: Further Clarification
Basic human values reflect needs for security, warmth,
food, family nurturance, etc. and are not subject to change.
Unless such needs are met, life cannot continue. Values
which support such needs therefore must be extended to
the resources necessary for life, e.g. shelter, clean air,
potable water, food, and gainful employment, etc. While
derived values may differ somewhat among cultures, the
operational basics, as these reflect the fundamental
characteristics of human nature, do not differ. Different
languages and customs may be involved, but observation
and analysis will help to distinguish primary needs from
learned expectations and wishes.
A variety of cultural or value impediments appear to lie at
the heart of global environmental, ecological and social
concerns. These can be clarified in a context, such as that
of the GSC, within which the actual effects are arbitrary,
perhaps traditionally imposed, values can be examined
and better understood. In this way, value systems that have
promoted and helped to drive the Problematique can be
identified and, in an open society, discussed and perhaps
remedied.

Values and Beliefs
As suggested above, values are criteria essential for the
maintenance of organization. Beliefs may also concern
values but have a somewhat different and less precise
function. Beliefs may be the result of direct experience
and/or may reflect abstractions derived from experience,
sometimes abstract ideas that are the product of confused
and mistaken thought. Beliefs may range from the
factually based and rationally justified beliefs of science
to the emotionally driven and incorrigibly mistaken
beliefs of delusional thought. A variety of such beliefs
may be considered as “values” in terms of which
individuals claim to base their actions. Such beliefs may
be arbitrary ideas held in relative isolation, without
awareness of their real origins or actual consequences. To
determine the actual values in operation, the criterion to be
applied is that of attending to the consequences of
behaviour. Actions speak louder than words.
Religious teachings and modern psychiatric thought agree
on the importance of recognizing error, and of learning,
and that true repentance is shown in changed behaviour.
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Ethics
From a systems perspective, as von Foerster (3) has
pointed out, there are many propositions which might be
justified as beliefs but, when specific cases are in question,
theoretical beliefs are not sufficient, and choices must be
made. In the face of such logically “undecidable”
propositions, the decision which must be made then takes
on an “ethical” dimension, which means that the agent
which makes the decision has some responsibility for
consequences. Continuing responsibility is an operational
aspect of ethical behaviour.
GSC values will determine the range of possibilities from
which projects are selected, the choices made, the
methods used and the treatment of outcomes or findings.
GSC development strategy will emerge within this
framework, but will be pragmatically shaped by
observations about how the world works.

Possible Outcomes
Outcomes or results will likely reflect the purposes of the
project. Yet there may be results which stem implicitly
from the methods used and may not be apparent at the
outset. A focus on process in contrast to fixed outcomes
will permit the development of alternatives with growing
experience over time. The need for evaluative
mechanisms such as improved indices of performance in
matters of the environment and the economy, and for more
precise and relevant accountability of administrators and
politicians, may lead to pressures for structural changes in
society, both in what is allowed in the private sector and in
the public sphere. Among these may be traditions around
ownership — e.g. of lands by aboriginal peoples, of
intellectual property rights over life forms, etc. In a
context of greater clarity, public understanding and
discussion of such values may be facilitated and
legitimized.
In any case, in view of the imponderables and the
importance of the issues, the process should be open to
ongoing discussion and development. Members of
CACOR are invited to post their comments at any time on
the CACOR-GSC Yahoo Discussions under the Subject:
VALUES (4). As for the future, possibilities for
cooperating with the Club of Rome in sponsoring a
conference involving international figures such as Jimmy
Carter, Gorbachev, and/or Nelson Mandella may be
considered as a way to legitimize public discussion and
gain political attention.

Addendum Implications for a Draft Design
1. Our Vision
We will work towards a state of affairs in which all
cultures share in supporting the common values required
to ensure a sustainable future for humankind. Such values
would provide the criteria for selection of goals and
action, for planning a sustainable future, and for resolving
conflict between immediate and long term interests of
society.
2. Our Purpose
• To illuminate and foster the shared understanding of
the relationship between human activities and the
global ecosystems that is necessary if the issues of the
Global Problematique are to be addressed.
•

•

To synthesize and communicate scientific
understanding from various disciplines in such a way
that it can be brought to bear on the issues of the
Global Problematique.
To provide a view of the planetary whole within
which actions and decisions to be taken at a local and
national level can be evaluated.

overcome arbitrary resistance with the help of reliable
information. These, or improvements thereof, would be
the guidelines for the Board of the GSC, which will advise
policy. They are major criteria for choosing a director of
the GSC, since he/she must translate these into actions,
including both output of the GSC and outreach (our
advocacy message to clients, collaborators, etc.).
At the research level, a Research Advisory Committee has
been proposed. This Committee should include, in its
membership, not only scientific and technical people, but
also members from the humanities. The latter will be
particularly important in advising how value aspects can
be part of the output of the GSC, and how feedback at this
level can be encouraged; also in encouraging involvement
of writers and artists who can aid and abet communication
and learning.
It has been proposed in the past that the GSC should be
relatively small; that research, data collection, tool
development be done by collaborators, ideally worldwide.
Collaborators in addition to their primary roll, provide
considerable potential in the intelegence/information/
extension-education roll of the GSC.

To capture this in a short form: We dedicate ourselves
to enhancing the understanding of global social,
environmental, ecological problems among thinking
people worldwide, as the basis for fostering the
changes needed at all levels and in all societies.

If we view the GSC as having an important educationextension role, then an advisory group at this level would
be most useful. The application of simulation tools in
learning can be enhanced by various facilitation
approaches, and certainly, extension-education and other
communication techniques should be considered part of
the GSC tool box.

3. Our Mission
To involve people in exploration of possible outcomes of
various pathways into the future; to seek and develop
computer simulators and other tools to help understand
complex systems; to establish a network of collaborators
that will serve and be served by our activities.

The foregoing sketch illustrates how the GSC might be
designed as a cybernetic organization to link objective and
subjective parts of the Problematique both within the GSC
and beyond.

•
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in the urgent need for identifying and coming to wider
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legacy for future generations.
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An important strategic method will be to analyze and
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Correspondence: Ken Hammond &
Alexander King
During late 2000 Ken Hammond, a long- time member of CACOR, sent me an exchange of correspondence he
had with Alexander King, co-founder with Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome. I feel certain that the incisive and
highly relevant views of Alex King, now 92, will be of considerable interest to members of CACOR. This
exchange of correspondence, recorded on the following pages, has been abbreviated and lightly edited. AADC
August 20, 2000
Dear Alex:
A few days ago I sent a copy of “Laying Waste The Planet Earth” which you may have received by now. This
has been put together for my friends to promote discussion.
No competent authority any longer opposes the estimate that global gas and oil reserves are being seriously
depleted and will run out in about thirty five to fifty years. It is not only academics who concur with this forecast.
Major oil companies also endorse it. Leading scientific authorities now agree that global warming is a fact and that
the global consequences are being felt world wide. Also there is agreement that the world population has passed the
world’s carrying capacity, doubling from 3 billion to 6 billion people between 1960 to 1999, and that storable food
reserves are numbered in days instead of months and years. With your ready access to information, it is an easy
matter for you to verify these facts.
The over-population of the world has stripped virtually all of the great fishing grounds. Deforestation of vast
areas of tropic and temperate lands is causing severe flooding, erosion and considerable human hardship. Fresh
water is now a retail commodity around the world, and the list goes on and on. There is no one person or group of
people in the world who will have a more responsible and difficult position than the people who will handle this
portfolio. The solution will require the wisdom of Solomon. I hope that there are such people somewhere who have
the talents and will provide leadership.
There are many pressing problems facing humankind, pollution is but one of the major ones. A recent report
of Ontario moving to second place, worldwide, after Texas is not a compliment to any government. At one time, the
environment was the seventh largest department in the Canadian federal government; today it is 21st and the
smallest. There is not any segment of society that is or will not be greatly impacted by the degradation of the
environment.
I hope that in your position, you will somehow be able to bring forth some semblance of an active, forceful
and effective debate on environmental policies for Britain and perhaps for the world from the terrible shambles of
the recent past.
I would appreciate your comments and suggestions on my paper and any ideas on how to set solutions in
motion. The Club of Rome and the affiliate clubs all seem to be in low gear. Wouldn’t it be great to get the interest
and enthusiasm we had in the early years and produce worthwhile suggestions and presentations again — and get
world leaders to take action.
We have little time to waste. I may sound pessimistic and I am. The subject title “What Kind of Society Do
We Want?” may not be the right question. Rather we should ask “What Kind of Society Can We Have?”
With best wishes to you and for your continuing interest and success.
Yours Respectfully,
Ken
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Alexander King replies:
20 September 2000
Dear Ken:
I have been struck by the way people who are aware of the total situation, or dangerous parts of it such as the
population explosion or global warming, are not touched by it emotionally but seem to take it theoretically. It is as if
it did not threaten them personally. Perhaps that is because they feel that the present society will “see them out”, but
that would indicate lack of feeling for their children. More likely they assume clever scientists will conjure up some
fix before it is too late.Be that as it may it shows the need to put over the message with sufficient passion to strike
home.
I like your mention of Carrying Capacity. Apologists for high populations still justify their position on the
assumption that larger workforces will mean more product, without asking will they find work and who will feed
them. Governments everywhere are immobilized by fixation on the virtues of growth, whether of population, energy
consumption, consumer demand, but most seriously of wealth. The lessons of “Limits to Growth” have been
forgotten — that exponential growth of any system never continues indefinitely; it either levels off or the system
collapses.
Your section on energy is convincing. It is here that reactions are most bewildering. Corporations,
governments and academics seem to be generally agreed on the coming oil scarcity and of the price increases that
will precede it, but there is little sense of urgency or of plans to counter it that would obviously necessitate
preparations many years in advance. Happenings here in Europe last week when oil supplies were disrupted by
blockades by truckers and farmers gave a mild indication of what could happen if oil really became scarce. The
hostility was against oil taxes by governments, partly introduced for environmental reasons and to encourage public
transportation. Here in England the country came to a standstill after three days and the crisis is by no means over.
In France the government caved in immediately. There have been several other recent incidents in which minority
groups have taken to the streets and demanded immediate action to meet ill-considered difficulties. Such events
attract general troublemakers, leading to riots. There seems to be a tendency to by-pass government and to take
vigilante action. This is bad for democracy.
I find attitudes to atomic energy disconcerting. I see no alternative to its increased use in a transitional period
until alternatives to oil are well developed. Yet countries such as Germany and Sweden are pledged to close down
their atomic energy reactors at the democratically correct demands of a majority of their citizens, based on the fears
and prejudices of the cold war era. In France, which has depended on fission energy for many years now, protests
have been negligible.
Your remarks on the changing nature of work and on structural unemployment are correct, very important and
well stated. But this is but the tip of the iceberg and raises the whole question of the nature and values of
contemporary society in the West. Its basis is the complete dominance of materialism. Accumulation of wealth has
become the sole incentive for people and States. Science, like everything else has become a product to be traded in
the market. The ending of the cold war marked the end of communism, but also abolished ideologies. The
international speculators, constantly transferring millions of dollars around the world are largely anonymous; they
do not seek fame, influence or political power. Their only aim is financial aggrandizement. Cut-throat competition
between corporations necessitates each firm to increase productivity in order to increase its share of its market. This
demands technological innovation, tending to replace people by machines. If successful this creates new wealth and
abolishes jobs. I could go on indefinitely describing this widespread malaise. The fact is that we are becoming better
and better (and dirtier and dirtier) at creating wealth but we are less and less clear how the wealth should be used.
You must not assume from the above that I am against capitalism and the use of the market. Far from it. I was
reasonably happy with the working of the economy from the end of World War 2 until about 20 years ago. Since
then capitalism itself has been transformed by excessive deregulation to the extent of becoming a jungle. The
economy should be for people; now it is for very few people.
Here in England, the quality of society has fallen. Our great industries have declined. Corporations still make
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money but their production has gone overseas to cheap labour countries and ‘the proletariat’ hardly exists.
Unemployment is relatively low but jobs tend to be temporary, insecure and low paid. Large numbers of people have
never worked and have no intention to work. There is little of what we formerly regarded as poverty except amongst
the aged because state pensions plus benefits enable people to live without too much hardship. Football is seen as
more important than politics. I think we are deeply decadent. History shows how the great civilizations of the past
— Sumeria, Persia, Greece and Rome — have lapsed into decadence and then decline when success and affluence
led to complacency and apparent absence of a will to struggle to ensure continued survival and development. Are we
in the West in this situation now? If so, it is critically serious for humanity and its planet. In the past barbarians,
unspoilt, unsophisticated, innocent hordes destroying the old decadent societies were able to develop new civilized
societies over the succeeding centuries. Today this could hardly happen, because we are already infecting the whole
world with our creed of wealth and materialism that they are eagerly lapping up.
I apologize for this long tirade of pessimism. I do believe that our societal deficiencies will combine with the
may difficulties you have outlined to worsen and bring forward earlier the final awakening.
I have little to add about your book. I agree with the actions you suggest, that are all derived from the central
malaise of mankind that I have just sketched. Likewise the questions you propose are apposite. Issues of automation,
globalization and human obsolescence are very important, but require you to write another couple of books. Your
scenario is powerful, but I suggest that it would be useful to present two or three alternative scenarios to dramatize
the possibilities.
I will finish this scrappy letter by saying something about my present obsessions. I am thinking about the
world in a simple biological model. Life, in the form of all the species of creation from a blade of grass to the
elephant, and not excluding man, seems to comprise four forces — the will to survive against all predators,
including members of the same species; relentless search for food; the need to reproduce and an urge to protect or
preferably to extend its territory. All this can be regarded as egoism or self-interest. As homo sapiens began to
evolve he found that survival could be better assured by banding together in communities and later in villages, cities
and countries. Thus common self-interest or collective egoism developed and from this social attributes appeared.
Today these simple dominant features have become infinitely more elaborate and complex as knowledge
accumulated but they are still the driving force of all individuals and, by projection, of states. Of course we are too
sophisticated to admit this, but our decisions, habits and actions all respond to these primitive drives, greatly
sublimated though they may be. Concealment of this often indices hypocrisy and double standards.
The egoistic urge whether individual or collective is one of humanity’s greatest assets in innovations at all
levels, ambitions and creativity. It has also a dangerous negative side that produces exploitation of others.
Domination, violence and, at the national level, chauvinism, racism and finally war and genocide. Social policy calls
essentially for a wise balance between the positive and negative aspects of collective egoism.
All this indicates that our greatest hope for resolving the crisis we foresee lies in informing and educating the
collective human egoism, that is to say by generating a spirit of enlightened self interest, to ensure survival — the
primaeval life urge. This is at the basis of your action points, but a rational appreciation of the biological urges.
A further long-term hope may exist. We now know that more than 90% of our genes are shared by other
species. Little is known about those that are uniquely human or how these evolved. A large amount of recent
neurological knowledge is unraveling the brain functions and identifying regions responsible for particular
functions. Perhaps these topics should have the highest research priority in the hope that we may be able to assist in
our own evolution towards the generation of a capacity for wisdom. All the great religions in their finest
manifestations have sought to do this through inner work, with little external signs of success. I hope that new
science can assist here, but the prospect is distant. In the meantime your actions must build a holding position until
we understand more about ourselves and our societies.
Alex
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Buzzwords
by C. R. (Buzz) Nixon

After a considerable lapse, I am again attempting to add
to the “PROCEEDINGS” with “Buzzwords”. My regret
is that this restart has come when the overwhelming issue
facing the world is that of TERRORISM. It still is hard
to believe it to be possible that suicidal hi-jackers of four
commercial planes with their passengers could deliberately
fly three of the planes into the towers of the World Trade
Centre and the Pentagon, killing some 5,000 people. That
terrible event and its aftermath have taken precedence over
almost all other issues of concern in governments world
wide and the media. I have a similar sense of priority
when writing this column.
The immediate questions that flashed through my mind
following the terrible events of 11 September were:
• what will be the probable consequences of these
disasters, particularly as to how they would impact
on those issues of the Problematique that are of
concern to CACOR?
• what could possibly explain the hi-jackers’ suicidal
motivation to do such horrible acts with absolutely
no regard for the lives of all of the passengers and
the people in the struck buildings?
• what is the course of action that should be followed
in order to reduce the probability of similar such
horrible acts of terrorism being carried out in the
future?
A few days after 11 September these questions were
displaced temporarily by my astonishment with some of
the foul reactions that were recorded in major western
media. I am appalled by the number of responses that went
some what along this line, or carried this sort of message:
“What a terrible, atrocious, barbaric act, but the United
States may have only their own foreign policies to blame
for providing the motivation and provocation for what
happened on 11 September.”
I disagree with some of the policies of the United States,
just as I also disagree with many policies of Canada. But I
just cannot accept that in countries, where the authority of
governance rests on freedom, democracy and the rule of
laws created by the elected government, there are any
policies or collection of policies that seriously could be
considered as reasonable and sufficient provocation,

excuse, or rationalization for the monstrosity of the vile
acts committed by Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda
network on 11 September.
With respect to responses, Mayor Rudolph Guiliani
certainly deserves all of the accolades that he has had
showered upon him if for no other reason than that he told
the Saudi Arabian emissaries to keep their $10 million
gift to New York when the emissaries used the occasion
of offering the gift to essentially say that it is United States
foreign policy that has been a primary cause for this terrible
disaster. The comment of the Saudis would seem like the
most blatant hypocrisy when strong circumstantial
evidence indicates that the Saudis have been a major source
of funds for bin Laden.
One immediate consequence of 11 September is that the
issue of terrorism has shoved to the back burner many
other important issues, including environmental matters.
The issue of green house gas emission, global warming,
climate change and the Kyoto Agreement will likely be
one of the first to be set aside.
Actions that appear probable to deal with terrorism may
well exacerbate environmental problems. For example,
beyond that recommended in the recent Cheney report on
energy policy, the United States may well move to reduce
its requirement to import oil from Moslem countries. Such
action may be taken in order to safe guard itself in the
event of a back lash from these countries due to the military
action that US and its allies are taking in the attempt: to
upset the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, to apprehend or
kill Osama bin Laden, and to destroy the al-Qaeda terror
network. To reduce its requirement to import oil, the United
States may well place even greater effort on burning more
domestic coal, on opening up drilling on the strategic oil
reserve in eastern Alaska, and on increasing the importation
of more oil and natural gas from Canada and Mexico. All
of these efforts are likely to increase the greenhouse gas
emissions. They also will make it even more difficult to
develop the public support that would be required for
effective American action either to go along with the Kyoto
Agreement or to structure a greenhouse gas reduction
policy of its own that would achieve comparable results.
With respect to oil imports from the Middle East, it should
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be noted that the United States imports roughly 60% of its
oil, of which about 1/3 comes from the Middle East. Thus,
the United States is not as dependent on imports from that
area as are the countries of western Europe and particularly
those in the Far East, such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan
who are almost 100% dependent on the Middle East for
their oil. It follows that, should there be an interruption in
this supply of oil the effect on the Far East countries and
some of western Europe would be an economic catastrophe
that would be reflected world wide. Thus, the United States
is “between a rock and a hard place”, between trying to
keep Middle East oil suppliers as part of the coalition
against Osama bin Laden and as suppliers of vital oil, while
not antagonizing those Moslem regimes which seem not
prepared to condemn Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda
beyond noting that 11 September was a terrible event.
The dramatic downturn in the airline industry due to the
events of 11 September has cascaded through its support
and service industries, the aircraft builders, and the entire
travel, hotel and vacation industry, then has cascaded
through the entire US and international economies. This
cascading effect provides a strong object lesson of just
what can happen when an important segment of the
economy suffers a down turn. It is a sample of what could
be expected should there be a serious disruption in the
supply of oil from the Middle East. It also illustrates what
could happen if there was a serious and precipitate program
to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels in an effort to
reduce green house gas emissions. This latter point
suggests that any attempt to significantly reduce the
consumption of fossil fuels must be gradual and be
accompanied by a similar increase in production of energy
from other sources.
One of the positive consequences of this hideous event of
11 September is that Americans and their government have
most forcefully been made aware that they are an
inseparable part of the world at large. They probably realize
that they cannot simply withdraw from world activities
when such activities do not accord to precisely what the
United States may desire. This is not to suggest that the
United States must go along with what may be a consensus
of the rest of the world, but that when the American
perception of an issue may differ from that of the
consensus, they must strive for some reconciliation of any
differences and not simply withdraw from the scene and
go their own way.
An immediate positive consequence of 11 September is
that the IRA has agreed to and has already started to
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effectively render its arsenal beyond use. This turn of events
has come about because of, first, terrorism such as the
IRA has been using has become an absolute anathema
world wide, and second, that in turn has turned off the
strong support that the IRA has had from its Irish American
supporters.
Recent responses to events following 11 September
suggest that there is another positive consequence to that
tragedy in that there has been an arousal to speak out
against “political correctness” (the ethic that nothing can
be said that some group or other will take as being
offensive), and excessive tolerance which has heretofore
countenanced and not forcefully rebutted such outrageous
statements as that of Sunera Thobani’s of 5 October.
“Political correctness has gone too far when, for example,
short people must be noted, to be politically correct, as
being “vertically challenged”, and when there is a
reluctance to say anything that might be considered critical
of Islam and Moslem regimes. Similarily tolerance has
gone too far when there is not even a greater rebuke of
Thobani for her rant where she used the expression, not
once but twice: “ U.S. foreign policy is soaked in blood”,
and then went on: “But the people (Americans) is a people
which is blood thirsty, vengeful, and calling for blood.
They don’t care whose blood it is, they want blood”.
There seems to be two primary schools of thought as to
what could possibly have motivated or provoked the hijackers to carry out their fiendish acts. An answer to that
question would provide a premise on which to develop a
program that would reduce the probability for further
terrorism.
One school argues that the root cause has been the poverty,
the economic and social inequality within many Moslem
countries as well as between such countries and the western
industrialized countries. Thus, with tolerance, foreign aid
and support for those afflicted Moslem countries there
would not be the incentive for their members to indulge in
further terrorism.
The other school is along the lines that the perpetrators of
11 September were religious fanatics whose beliefs are so
firm that their minds are impervious to more rational
thoughts and ideas. This perception leads to the conclusion
that the leadership and the organization of these fanatics
must be destroyed in order to reduce the probability of
further gross acts of terrorism.
(See <www.wfs.org/mmdror.htm> on this approach).

One should assess what would be the consequences of
being wrong in the identification of the probable root cause
of terrorism. If one chooses to emphasize the foreign aid,
support approach and that turns out to be wrong, then the
consequences are that one would have consumed a great
quantity of resources, but to not avail, as the fanatics, their
leaders and organizations would remain. New fanatic
recruits could be found who would have the same incentive
to commit terrorism as did their forerunners on 11
September. However, if one believes that the root cause is
“audacious fanaticism” (defined by Dror) then the course
to follow would be to eradicate the leaders, the supporters
and the organization of such “audacious fanatics”. This
would eliminate the main prerequisite for organized
terrorism even if poverty, inequality, etc. remained.
Following are some final points that bear on any
consideration of root causes and courses of action to reduce
the probability of further terrorism. (The first two draw
on portions of columns by William Johnson in the Globe
and Mail of 18 & 25 October.)
Even if one has no opinion about Islam, it bears noting
that there are some 40 countries which are predominantly
Moslem. None have a history of stable democratic
government. Most are either ruled by despots if not
dictators, entrenched families, or militant (if not fanatic)
clerics. In most Moslem countries there is: no (or very
little) freedom of expression, a rigid social structure,
females do not have as much opportunity for education
and suffer more restrictions as compared to males. (On
this latter point we must remember that even in Canada,
females did not become full persons until 1929.)
The guiding authority for law and governance of these
countries is not freedom, democracy and the rule of laws

established by democratically elected governments.
Rather, in these countries a strong guiding authority is the
Koran and the accounts of Muhammad to the effect that
all authority comes from Allah, not the people, and was
delegated to the Prophet and to his successors, the Caliphs,
from whom legitimate authority to govern is delegated.
Colliers Encyclopedia notes: “The Moslem world has gone
a long way since the sixteenth century, and great and
profound events have been sweeping Islam. The European
imperialism of the nineteenth century, which dominated
the entire Moslem world with the exception of Turkey,
has been weakening and crumbling. The individual Islamic
peoples today enjoy more political independence that at
any time since the fifteenth century, but any basis for their
unity and common effort against the Christian imperialist
nations is becoming increasingly smaller. The reasons
primarily are: the growth of secularism, liberalism, and
socialism, on the one hand, and the stubborn
intransigence of the traditionalists on the other; the
prevalence of dynastic and nationalistic rivalries which
continue to hamper extensive cooperation among the
individual states; and the low cultural level of many of the
Moslem communities in Africa and southeast Asia.”
(Emphasis added)
The emphasized section above indicates that the Moslem
countries have serious internal problems to surmount
before they can make any significant progress in reducing
their problems of poverty and inequality. Moreover, as long
as the Koran and the accounts of Muhammad to the effect
that all authority comes from Allah have any strength, it is
difficult to see how the triad of freedom, democracy and
the rule of laws established by the elected can have any
real chance of prevailing in Moslem countries.

Wild Globalization and Terrorism:
Three Scenarios
by Nicole Schwartz-Morgan
Nicole Schwartz-Morgan, Ph.D., a member of CACOR, is North American Correspondent for Futuribles International
( Paris) and Assistant Professor of Politics and Economics at the Royal Military College of Canada (Kingston).
If an opinion poll at the beginning of last century had asked
Europeans to identify the most urgent problem of their
time, the response would doubtless have been “terrorism.”

A re-reading of newspapers suffices to convince us. Bombs
were then addressed to symbols of power in the person of
kings and prime ministers, and one such, at Sarajevo,
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are constitutive of humanity: the body of the state
(suppress it), social bodies (replaced by the
individual choice, programmed by advertising),
the body of public institutions (private is better)
and the human body (industrialization of feeding,
reproduction and sexuality; medicalization of
behavior, and manipulation of genetics).

triggered a cascading of events into world war. In hindsight,
that one looks like the work of an amateur, and the
anarchists of the period are now seen to have done little
more than accelerate the crumbling of the great empires.
From the front pages of the newspapers, they have been
relegated to footnotes in the pages of the history books.
On a first analysis, it seems that modern terrorism has little
in common with anarchism of the past. For even if the
delirious psyche of the terrorist has hardly changed, the
scale is vastly different.

•

It transforms the human being into a “renewable
resource”, a utensil for further processing, and a
market for the resulting comestibles; unusable
parts and bad batches are disposed of carelessly
as “human garbage” in urban or rural dumpsters
which are multiplying exponentially.

•

Finally, it is a radical change in all the power
sharing conventions that humans have negotiated
over the course of millennia.

1. In the first place, we are not dealing with a mere handful
of relatively disorganized and isolated men.
2. Next, not only do modern terrorists have infinitely more
dangerous technical means, possibly including the atomic
bomb, but their targets have changed. It is no longer a
matter of beheading a particular political regime, but of
destabilizing the free world, which has been made strong
and at the same time vulnerable by the interdependence
of new technologies.
3. And finally, no one can escape the conflict, for the global
grid of communications, trade and finance means that a
crisis in the most remote economy is felt immediately in
others. The entire world is drawn in.
On the other hand, we get a different impression of its
portent if we place the rise of terrorism in the context of
globalization. For it is a product of globalization, and
without intending to do so, it accelerates it.

In Marxian ideology, superabundance was supposed to
become the instrument of creating a new and better form
of humanity. In an ironic twist, the triumphant abundance
of capitalism has transformed superconsumption into a
duty, the end product of which is left to chance. The
ideology of market fundamentalism (George Soros’s term)
manifests an unexamined faith in pre-established harmony
and refuses radically all deliberate planning. (Invocations
of “invisible hand” and “comparative advantage” in
support of this belief typically reflect minimal familiarity
with the classic texts.) It is neither a structure nor a natural
order that is operating here, but more of a vortex, a deep
whirlpool that is turning more and more rapidly around
itself and is held together only by speed.

Freedom in Excess
Terrorism is the product of wild globalization, the
reaction to a process which is as destructive to human
ecology as the industrial revolution was to physical
environments.
• It is driven by immense technological changes.
• It rests on total denial of limitations, including
human psychic life, its holistic nature and its
specific needs.
•
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It is a brutal conquest, no longer of spaces for
they were conquered some time ago, but rather
of time; it is the speed of change which has
overtaken the slow pace of evolutionary
adaptation typical not just of animal organisms
but also of the traditional cultural bodies which

The vortex analogy is reinforced in that wild capitalism
contains the elements of its own destruction. The logic of
market fundamentalism draws everything into its process,
including the merchants of death. The manufactures and
suppliers of armaments are known to have financed directly
or indirectly, and without questioning the consequences,
those of our contemporaries who are the most terrified,
the terrorists themselves.

Terror and Hatred
Terrorists are not alone in their dread. There is not a cultural
community in the world that is not watching anxiously as
its spiritual values and traditions are transformed into
figures while cursing in silence the merchants of the
temple. Although Americans are conceived at the moment
to be the chief exporters of this disease, Europeans are
also whirling in the money-changing vortex.

But for other, more isolated cultures, the sole thought that
they are losing their traditional control over the social body,
and especially over the bodies of women, is intolerable. It
is transformed into hatred of any outside influence which
threatens that control. The degree of hatred is directly
proportional to the desire for control over women, which
explains why some other cultural groups, equally isolated,
are not terrorists. The Taliban doubtless represent this fear
to an extreme degree, whence their obsession with
prohibiting access to all communications media while
simultaneously loading up on the most sophisticated of
modern armaments. Technology is bad if it could sap their
control; it is good if it reinforces it.
This deep fear of losing control explains much more fully
the terrorists’ hatred of the free world than does either (1)
envy of America’s material wealth or (2) its Middle Eastern
policies. Their loathing would not be diminished by even
the greatest of conceivable miracles, a mutually satisfactory
solution to the Palestinian conflict. It is important to add
that this hateful terror is not uniquely Arabic of Islamic.
In fact, the psychic structure of the Taliban is infinitely
closer to that of Christian and Jewish fundamentalists than
it is to that of modern Muslims. All fundamentalist sects
hold to the same discourse, obsessed by sexual freedom
and insubordination, the very notion of which makes them
mad with hatred. Depending on where one comes from,
this hatred crystalizes on the United States (The Great
Satan), or on specific groups (God hates faggots) which
become the scapegoats of a tortured libido, as Wilhelm
Reich explained in his analysis of the Mass Psychology
of Fascism (1946).
And before we charge off on a religious crusade, Edward
Said has suggested (The nation, October 6) that we think
again about the Branch Davidians and the disciples of the
Rev. Jim Jones. They were not motivated by an old, deeply
established cultural tradition but were nonetheless ready
to die for an idea. That is what makes them paticularly
dangerous, even if up to now most of the pathological sects
have self-destructed. The Japanese Aum Shinrikyo, by
contrast, and the white supremacists represented by
Timothy McVeigh, have projected their hatred to the
outside.
Just as dangerous potentially are individuals of
decomposed psyche. The students of Columbine High
School found models for putting themselves together on
the Internet and in news media. They even found plans
there for attacking the World Trade Center. Being just a
couple of adolescents they did not have the means to put

these into execution, but the plans were there and could
just as easily have been picked up by a megalomaniac with
money and followers. The collapsing towers of the WTC
is an image that has been broadcast throughout the world
and is virtually certain to become the mental model for a
few individuals afflicted by specific destructive kinds of
psychopathology. We can’t know who all of these are, but
we do know that their number grows every year, for
complex reasons which do not exclude the decomposition
of social support structures and the virtualization of reality.
The eradication of danger spots and a preventive
surveillance of crazy sects will therefore not be sufficient
to prevent further events, which we know can surpass
infinitely the horror of September 11. A nuclear or
biological attack could kill millions and wipe out nations.
These scenarios of terrorism are bound to consume the
time of military strategists and futurists, be they amateur
or professional.
Although granting the certainty of further attacks, more
bloody, more destructive, more crazed, that are
transforming the world into a global Israel, I nonetheless
choose to risk treating terrorism as an epiphenomenon.
The future is being written by the vortex of global
capitalism, but optimistic forecasts like those of Kenichi
Omae and Francis Fukuyama need some revision.

The Hopeful Scenario: Global Political
Management
We are far from the end of history announced by
Fukuyama, but that does not mean we will be going back
to a world of small states.
To the contrary, a first scenario could pose the hypothesis
that terrorism will accelerate the processes of globalization,
pushing them beyond the phase of wild capitalism without
faith or law and into a phase of global political
management as a condition of survival. The great
powers find themselves forced to do what serious analysts
have long known must urgently be done: to regulate the
sale of arms, to control the laundering of money and Mafia
activities, to regulate migratory flows, to harmonize
policies between countries, to manage common resources
and environment, etc. In brief, to put political order into
the disorder of an economy which has become
detached from its Aristotelian roots.
The unknown in this rational scenario is power — the
capacity for effective action. Who can take leadership in
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putting humanity in order, given that any such effort
implies a legitimate use of force? The United States is
today the de facto leader, not because it was target of the
first attack, but because of its military and economic
capacity to be policeman of the world. As longstanding
incubator of the vortex, however, the U.S. is also culturally
dominant, which means that it may be the nation least apt
to understand “otherness” and to manage diversity.
Dominance means never having to make an effort to
understand the others’ viewpoint. This can mean less and
less understanding, until conflict is inevitable and power
relationships are altered by revolution instead of
negotiation.
Accepting that the whirlwind is unlikely to be subdued by
intelligent reassertion of political management, what will
be the course and the consequences of its gathering speed
and force?

The Emergent Scenario: Israel Goes Global
The terrorist act can reactivate atavistic defence
mechanisms which drive us to gather around clan chieftans.
Nationalistic sentiment re-awakens, setting up an
implacable frontier which divides “us” from “them”, each
group solidifying its cohesion in a rising hate/fear of the
other group. (Remember Yugoslavia?) To be sure, the allies
are trying for the moment to avoid the language of
polarization, insisting that “this is not a war,” that it is
“not against Islam,” “civilians will not be targeted.” But
the word “war” was pronounced, a word heavy with
significance which forces the issue of partisanship. And it
must be understood that the sentiment of partisanship, of
belonging to the group, is one of the strongest of human
emotions.
Because the enemy has been named in the media (Islam),
the situation has become emotionally volatile. Another
spectacular attack, coming on top of an economic recession
could easily radicalize the latent attitudes of the United
States, and also of Europe, where racial prejudices are
especially close to the surface and ask no more than a
pretext to burst out. This is the Sarajevo syndrome: an
isolated act of madness becomes the pretext for a war that
is just as mad, made of ancestral rancor, measureless
ambitions, and armies in search of a war.
We should not be fooled by our expressions of good will
and charity toward the innocent victims of this or other
distant wars. It is our own comfortable circumstances
which permit us these benevolent sentiments. If conditions
change so that poverty and famine put the fear of starvation
in our guts, the human beast will reappear. And if epidemic
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becomes a clear and present danger, fear will unleash
hatred in the land of the free, flinging missiles
indiscriminately toward any supposed havens of the unseen
enemy.
And on the other side, no matter how profoundly complex
and differentiated Islamic nations and tribes may be, they
will be forced to behave as one clan by those who see
advantage in radicalizing the conflict, whether they be
themselves merchants of terrorists.

The Forecast Scenario: Homo Sapiens Re-Made
The fanatics of economic growth lost no time in throwing
ecological and humanitarian critics of the “American way”
into the same bag with terrorists. “It is the intellectuals
who are at fault” (the classic accusation of fascists). Several
journalists accused these “enemies of free enterprise” of
having given a moral pretext to the terrorists by implying
that the empire is corrupt. They typically make no mention
that the CIA trained Osama bin Laden and that the
formidable armaments industry equipped his followers.
In other words, it is an unexamined premise of market
fundamentalism that any transaction which generates
money is good.
Opportunities for the pursuit of money have come to be
perceived as so abundant, under global capitalism, that
willing acceptance of constraints to its expansion are hard
to imagine. The ongoing destruction of human ecology
will therefore maintain its momentum and continue the
processes of
• disintegrating traditional social bodies and then
turning to their reconstruction as artificial entities,
derooted and fragile;
• transforming the human being, as an object, by
altering its genetic material, controlling its
reproduction and its relation to all environments,
including especially its interpersonal relations.
The new kind of social animal implied in this destruction/
reconstruction includes features such as autism, lack of
empathy, and the impossibility of sustaining desired
relationships. This interpretation is being repressed
because we are still so impregnated by religion that we
wish to believe that human life will have an intrinsic value
eternally. The contemporary clash, then, is not between
civilizations as Huntington would like to believe, but rather
between two conceptions of the human being. One of them
clings to a sense of the sacred which gives to the human a

place of dignity apart from nature. The other is an
emergent, transnational concept which desacrilizes
humankind into an object.

changes in Homo sapiens. This is the most difficult
scenario for futurists, because it is not only without
precedent but also the most probable.

Since war always favors the adoption of new technological
options, we can be confident that whether the consequences
of the current variety are abortive, latent or overt, their
application will give an unintended impetus to radical

Note: The above article is published in Proceedings with the
approval of Nicole Schwartz-Morgan and by courtesy of World
Future Society. The article was translated from the original
French by CACOR member Keith Wilde.

The Spirit of the Gene
Humanity’s Proud Illusion and
the Laws of Nature
by Reg Morrison
Reviewed by Steve Kurtz
Our extraordinary usurpation of habitat, resources, and
waste sinks is one clear indicator of human success as a
life form on earth according to the author of this great
book. (1999, Cornell University Press). Morrison explores
various attributes of humans, compares them with those
of other life forms, and analysis current theories of
evolutionary development on earth. He makes a strong
case that our massive brainpower, linguistic abilities and
self-reflective consciousness are complemented to a great
degree by an ingrained tendency to believe in mystical or
supernatural phenomena. This includes our boundless faith
in human potential, and our social cohesiveness centered
on family, tribe, and culture. It seems as if there is a
dominant genie at work encompassing our creativity,
perseverance, and fulfillment.
“Compared to other primates we were seriously
under endowed except in one respect — our
brain. But the close collaboration that
eventually developed between human language
and our so-called spirituality not only
compensated for our physical shortcomings but
also became an evolutionary asset...that would
turn this disinherited endangered primate into
a superior survivor...that would one day
manage to meddle with the evolutionary
process itself.” (P.257)

According to Morrison, we share with all mammals the
living of a “double life.” Sensory experiences and a
“complex pastiche of memories, fears, and expectations”
make up what he calls “an invisible landscape.”
Phenomenologists, a school of philosophy including
Edmund Husserl and M. Merleau-Ponty, examined
experienced reality as a composite abstraction reported
from experiences. The process is rather like detailed
introspection, and is of course language dependent.
Morrison believes that most of our important decisions
(one could argue all) occur in the inner landscape
connected by our animal instincts and perceptions to the
world.
This is not mind-body dualism in the traditional sense. It
is the belief that subjectivity and hard wiring jointly play
a dominant role in human life. Subject-object dualism is
more to the point. Morrison adds that humans err in
believing that their decisions are mainly “cortical and
rational.” Our communication, planning, and teamwork
skills combined with our instinct and emotional makeup
made homo-erectus “an imaginative, resourceful
adventurer.”
Although not a primary focus, the issue of free will versus
determinism is woven through the book:
“Animals cannot help but sing, dance, mate, and
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fight in obedience to their genetically directed
notions of territorial proprietorship and sexuality.
And we are no exception... All our literature,
music, art, drama, history, law, and legend has been
wholly founded on our genetically engineered
misperceptions, and this virtual reality is the only
reality we know.” (P. 258)
Nature, of which we are a part, undergoes periods of lesser
and greater change, sometimes referred to as punctuated
equilibrium. There are responses to changes at all levels
in earth’s partially open planetary system. Solar and other
forms of radiation enter our atmosphere, as do asteroids
containing ice, minerals, and perhaps the basis for life
itself. Gravitational energy influences tides and is said to
affect biological cycles. Daylight periods and climate do
not obey human commands. Human freedoms are in
reality constrained by innumerable factors and perhaps
limited in scope. Yet, in life, we can experience existential
angst engendered by our perception of freedom as
overwhelming.
I agree with Morrison that uncertainty about the unknown,
causal linkages, the future, reciprocal love, personal health
and security, etc. combine with the human emotional
makeup to engender a ‘value endowment’ by us of
extraordinary, supernatural qualities to aspects of our
experience and imagination. The highly valued and greatly
feared attain this special status. Evolution selected this
behavior, as it is estimated that 80% or more humans
currently affirm a sphere of a supernatural. It must,
therefore, have served our forefathers well, or the trait
would have become vestigial or counterproductive and
have been de-selected. Morrison claims that it served (and
serves) us too well. It has become our achilles heel, and is
related to thinking with our loins — another naturally
selected trait.
The long term upshot of this selection for “significance,
spirituality, and the supernatural” is, according to
Morrison, the basis for our coming decline if not demise.
We wrote many religious and social codes; one in particular
commanded us to subdue nature and to multiply our kind.
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We have been all too obedient in following our own rules;
we are the most successful mammal on earth. Bio diversity
and habitat health, prerequisites for human sustainability,
are being undermined by our success. Local civilizations
have failed in the past from overexpansion, but with
globalization and interdependence we might all fail at once.
Now that I’ve spoiled your day, you might ask why this
review is appearing in Proceedings. Three reasons I offer
are: l. The excellent analysis of innovative success in a
nearly empty, prehistoric human world; 2. the current
challenge to override some of our (vestigial?) hard wiring
with new forms of innovation; and 3. Morrison sees
artistic creativity, aesthetic appreciation, love and lust, as
dominated by the mystical, emotional realm — perhaps
innovation and problem solving straddle the rational and
the mystical.
Whether necessity, inspiration, the need for ego
gratification, or other drivers are key to the creative process,
our hard wiring lurks as a precondition. Human history is
marked by countless innovative successes from the wheel,
through the harnessing of various energy sources,
shipbuilding, agricultural development, water and waste
system development, mechanization, medical technology,
communication technology, computers, etc. Mortality
rates declined rapidly during the past century, and life spans
have greatly increased in many areas of the globe. Now,
in Morrison’s and my view, humans are challenged to
somehow innovate sustainable shrinkage. The information
exists to optimize our future; our hard wiring has so far
provided massive interference to successful
implementation.
Morrison says he wouldn’t want to live without the
mystical aspects of life. But he can’t see the requisite
rebalancing of our psyches occurring in time to prevent a
crash. Frankly, neither can I. But to all you innovators
out there, I shout a wake-up call. Here’s the toughest
challenge man has ever faced. There is no greater calling
if your genes are to perpetuate.
Note: The above book review was originally published in The
Innovation Journal, Volume 5, Issue 3, 2000.

READER COMMENT
Editor’s Note: Readers are encouraged to comment on articles published in Proceedings or on any subject
related to the Global Problematique. Letters may be edited for style and to conform with space requirements.

Time for CACOR to become a Pro Active Force
The new format and the energetic language of Proceedings
has renewed my confidence in CACOR. I hope it will
provide the motivation for CACOR to become a much
more pro active and strident force in bringing about
changes that are vital to its effectiveness. In 1996, at the
annual meeting, I said, “We have to get out of the
laboratory”, that we have defined, refined and anguished
over the degradation of the environment but have done
nothing but mouth our lamentations. Proceedings, with a
broader circulation base, is now a medium for action rather
than the repetitive expression of philosophies and well
established facts.
At that meeting in 1996, Ken Hammond and I said that
CACOR should initiate a public lecture series to bring the
dangers of environmental assault out of meeting rooms
and into the public arena. Unfortunately, we were unable
to do so under CACOR’s banner but were able to persuade
the University of Guelph to embrace the whole idea. Last
year, distinguished and thoroughly competent authorities
delivered four very well attended evening lectures on
successive Wednesdays. They were recorded by CBC
Radio and broadcast in prime evening time. The response
was such that they were rebroadcast a month later.
On October 25th, the 2001 series began with an equally
impressive cast. It was well promoted in the press and
through printed notices within and outside the University.
Despite its undeniable success, the lecture series widens
knowledge but does not, in itself, effect a cure.

A year ago, we made a proposal to the University of Guelph
that would open its vast reservoirs of academic talent and
facilities in the environmental field and apply them outside
the campus walls. The University accepted the principle
but, through an unfortunate circumstance, much time was
lost in advancing it to the next phase. The difficulty has
now been overcome and we hope that corrective measures
will bring the project to fruition without further delay.
As one element of the project, it has been proposed that a
Chapter of CACOR for students be formed that would have
environmental and ecological matters as its sole field of
interest. We also felt that such a Chapter could increase
its effectiveness if it could become actively involved in an
interchange of knowledge and experience with other
Canadian universities and with the Club of Rome in other
countries. Ambitious yes, but attainable and worthwhile.
I raise the question: if this aspect of the project develops,
would it be possible for CACOR to foster similar student
Chapters in other Canadian universities?
I would like to suggest that those who have contributed to
“Proceedings” in the past now develop a pro active stance
and to think of it as the voice of CACOR rather than an ‘in
house’ publication. There are many excellent writers in
CACOR. The meditative, laboratory phase is over so why
not think pro actively? In the long run, it is the only way
we can win.
Jack Milne, Guelph, Ontario
E-mail: jm.milne@sympatico.ca
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SIGNIFICANT QUOTES
Editor’s Note: As a regular feature in each issue, Proceedings will include quotes of writers and other
persons which are considered to be of significance to the human predicament and the health and survival of
our planetary ecosystem.
CENTRAL DEPENDENCE AND YESTERDAY’S TERRORISM
Yesterday’s terrorist attacks on the United States show a vulnerability of technological society that I first wrote
about 20 years ago. I called it “central dependence”. It arises from the economic imperative to achieve
economies of scale, and it has two manifestations: in institutions and in physical process.
Economies of scale are obtained by capital intensive central processes which make extremely efficient use of
energy, esoteric information, expensive artifacts, and rare skilled labour. The efficiency, and hence the low cost
of their products, creates massive public dependencies on single systemic nodes; thus the term, “central
dependence”. The concept was an important aspect of the allied bombing strategy in World War II.
John D. McRuer, September 12, 2001
An e-mail to Homer-Dixon and CACOR-GSC Group

S

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
Among the casualties of the September 11 episode are U.S. isolationism (proven impossible) and unilateralism
(even a superpower cannot deal with global terror by itself). As the author William Greider put it, “We are
becoming One World whether ready or not.” The utopian idealism of Gary Davis, the far-sighted American
who in the fifties declared himself a “citizen of the world,” a joke at the time, may become a necessity in the
twenty-first century as anarchy threatens to destroy civilization. We must complement economic and
technological globalisation with “political” globalisation in the nobler sense of “politics” as the organization of
the city-state.
If the Earth’s 200 governments do not address these issues in the near future, a cascading series of crises will
destroy the world system. Today the crisis is Random Terror. Tomorrow it will be financial and after tomorrow
perhaps ecological or a global pandemic. We must recover some measure of control of Planet Earth by devising
new forms of global governance. The window of opportunity is measured in years and not decades. We must
start the process now.
Dr. Kimon Valaskakis, October 2001.
Former Canadian Ambassador to OECD, 1995 to 1999; President, Club of Athens

S

THE PHENOMENA OF ATROCIOUS FANATICISM
No amount of relief of suffering, satisfaction of “justified demands” and similar global social architecture,
however justified in moral and realpolitical terms, will eliminate the phenomena of atrocious fanaticism as
endemic to human history. Even if the entire world arrives at an “end of history” with all being well fed and
much amused, some will seek a higher purpose. And some of those will become extreme in negating realities
and feeling obliged to kill in order to build a “better world”.
Yehezkel Dror, October 2001
Author and Professor of Political Science, Hebrew University
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